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Anti-Racist Groups

AFRANet, the Anti Fascist and Anti Racist Network is a publisher of information, news and forthcoming events which relate to the struggle against racism and fascism.

Amherst Educational Publishing provides multicultural and anti-racist materials for educators.

Amnesty International web site at Georgia Tech. Want to be active? Here's how. Amnesty International - ways to get involved.

An Anti-Racist Charter for the New Millennium, from AFRANet.

Anti-Racism Coalition is dedicated to the goal of eradicating racism through activities requiring racial interaction. We intend to use all mediums in this effort, with the hope of enlightening the world with the concept of racial harmony.

Anti-Racist Action Home Page, an anti-racist group with chapters across the United States and Canada, emphasizing confrontation and education. A top-notch site with lots of info and inspiration!

Anti-Racist Action, ARA (Toronto Chapter) came into being in September 1992 to bring people together to show the strength of opposition to fascism, as well as a commitment to a multi-racial, multi-cultural, sexually diverse, liberated and fun society.

Anti-Racist Web will keep you informed about the latest Antifascist actions throughout the world, the history of fascism and the Antifascist struggle.

Artists Against Racism’s Resource Page of Anti-Racism Sites.

Artists Against Racism, a non-profit Canadian organization geared toward youth.

Before Columbus Foundation is a tax exempt, non-profit, public foundation established to promote American multicultural literature.

Beyond Prejudice, a multimedia project with "tools for reducing prejudicial behavior," from Dr. Jim Cole.

Black, Hispanic and Anti-Racist Socialists’ Home Page, administered by the Democratic Socialists of America, featuring Cornel West.

Britain's Trade Unions' Congress is holding the RESPECT Festival to celebrate Britain’s cultural and racial diversity.

Bruce Neal Simon’s Homepage has info on race issues, definitions and politics.

C.A.R.E., Computer-users Against Racist Expressions fight against racism on the net. You can download their logo to add to your own page, showing that you oppose net racism.

Center for the Study of Ethnic and Racial Violence was established in 1990 and incorporated in April 1993 as a non-profit organization. Mission of the Center includes research, educational activities, and services related to intergroup conflict, conflict resolution, and prejudice reduction.

Center for the Study of White American Culture. Not an organization for white people, as some people might infer, we are instead a multiracial organization that looks at whiteness and white American culture.
Crossing Lines, A First International Internet Multi-Media Arts Exhibition on Racism and Discrimination.

Cyberwatch at the Wiesenthal Center is dedicated to tracking hate groups and hate speech on the Web and elsewhere. It will send you information on fighting racism in your community.

David Emory is a radio broadcaster with an interest in combating fascism and racism.

Diane Kale's Homepages have a lot of information on preventing discrimination, including info on workshops, racial incident forms, multicultural resources, and responses to racism.

Discrimination Law: Racism and the Internet, a series of articles taken from the PhD. work of Peter Jepson LL.M, LL.B (Hons) Lond.

Diversity Digest offers weekly news summaries on social issues dealing with difference, diversity, and multiculturalism; a message board; and short essays on how language and thoughts can contribute to oppression.

Equality Homepage has been published in an effort to help educate the masses about social diseases such as prejudice, racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, sexual harassment, and racist and militia groups. Lots of good info, facts, definitions of terms, etc.

ERaM (Ethnicity, Racism and the Media) Programme utilises the new information technology of Email and the World Wide Web to provide a global forum and focus for discussion, information dissemination and research collaboration on issues of racism, ethnicity and the media.

Euro-American Students’ Union, not to be confused with the racist White Students’ Union, is an anti-racist group seeking to explore the significance of European heritage.

Fighting Racism: A Key Struggle tells how fighting racism is central to fighting capitalism.

Harvard Law Library has a Guide to Hate Groups on the Internet.

Healing Racism, a Chicago-based organization that stages workshops.

Heartsong Books trusts that their books will help young people - all people - understand and respect the interconnectedness of all life and inspire them to act on that understanding in compassionate, powerful and celebratory ways - for the good of Earth and for the good of generations to come.

Human rights links at the D'Angelo Law Library's Foreign and International Law Page.

IDEA is a journal of articles, stories and reviews dedicated to discussion and exploration of psychosocial aspects of cults, totalism, autocracy, war, genocide and holocaust.

InterAction is a coalition of more than 150 non-profit organizations working to advocate assistance for people in need worldwide. Site has info on how to get active, volunteer positions, info on current events, etc.

Interrace Haven, a resource site for people in bi- or multiracial relationships and multiracial individuals. Same author writes an on-line anti-racist comic book, AR-Men!

INTERracial is a site devoted to exploring the meaning of multiracial/multicultural relationships. Pages With More Anti-Racism Links

Interracial Voice, "Voice of the Mixed-Race, Interracial Movement".

JustCause Online! dedicated to the many good people working to make this a more just, more tolerant world.

Korrupt's Crib has listings of minority and anti-racism links and an Anti-Racism Webboard.
where you can discuss issues and leave comments, as well as some really GREAT graphics and hints on JAVA programming.

**Long Haul Infoshop** is an activist center and reading room located in Berkeley California.

**Love Sees No Color** will show web sites from all nations, all colors, all peoples joining together on the World Wide Web in support of improving race relations.

**Maples Collegiate Unity Group** is a group of students and teachers in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada who are devoted to the anti-racism multicultural world battle.

**Métisse Magazine Online** is America’s first magazine dedicated to serving multicultural and multiracial women in cyberspace. The word Métisse is a French adjective that describes a woman who is multicultural or multiracial.

**Militia Watchdog** by Mark Pitcavage.

**Milton John Kleim Jr.** used to be known as one of USENET’s most active and outspoken white supremacists. Now he has left the "movement," and his homepages give us valuable insight into his new fight against white supremacy.

**Minority Affairs Forum**, minority related issues including immigration, affirmative action, bilingual education and race relations.

**Minority On-line Information Service** from the Federal Information Exchange, Inc.

**Multicultural Book Review Home Page**, read or submit your own book reviews.

**Multicultural Pavillion at the University of Virginia**. Good site for educators!

**National Center for Research on Cultural Diversity and Second Language Learning**, just what it says it is.

**National Civil Rights Museum** : a great on-line tour.

**National Rainbow Coalition** is a multi-racial, multi-issue national organization, founded by Reverend Jesse L. Jackson. Our mission is to move our nation and the world towards social, racial, and economic justice.

**Nazism Exposed Home Page**, devoted to fighting the Nazi Menace.

**One World, One People** discusses the validity of concepts such as race and ethnicity in a spirit of anti-racism and multiculturalism.


**Peace Page** is dedicated to reducing racism of all kinds. Not just the black/white racism that you are used to hearing about, but racism against different religions, homosexuality, and different Cultures.

**Promise 6 Home Page**, the Promise Keepers’ view of racial reconciliation.

**Propaganda on the Web**, Protest against intolerant, fascist, anti-semitic, anti-gay, anti-equal rights propaganda on the web.

**Race and Class Overview: Parallels in Racism and Class Prejudice**, an academic article by Anthony S. Wohl, Professor of History, Vassar College.

**Race and Ethnicity Gopher** at Texas A&M.

**Race and Ethnicity Resources** from Yale’s American Studies Server.

**Race and Reconciliation Online**, the online presence of THE RECONCILER Magazine. THE RECONCILER is one of several resources provided by Urban Family, Inc. in Jackson, Mississippi.

**Race Gallery** explores how science deals with
race, and how ideas about race circulate between science and society as a whole.

**Race Unity** focuses on bringing people of the various races together in a new system of amity and friendship. Links to organizations, as well as info on upcoming gatherings and events.

**RASH**, the home of Red and Anarchist Skinheads on the Web. Lots of info on the history and politics of the ANTI-racist and ANTI-homophobic skinhead movement.

**Recovering Racists Network** is a project founded by John McKenzie as a step to help in ending racism.

**Red Blooded Society of Earth** seeks something called "total non-discrimination".

**Refuse and Resist**, Become a card-carrying Resister, Troublemaker, Rabble Rouser, Outside Agitator, or Unindicted Co-conspirator.

**Resources for Diversity**, a list of links on, you guessed it, promoting diversity.

**Resources for Research on Ethnic Studies** at USC.

**Roy Wilkins Center for Human Relations and Social Justice** is a research, teaching, and community outreach arm of the Humphrey Institute. Open discourse on issues of race and justice are promoted through the Wilkins Dialogue Series for Minnesota communities of color.

**Social Justice Connections**, a business serving social justice activists, includes commentary from a grassroots social justice perspective.

The complete text of the **United Nations' Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide**.

**Toward a Socialist theory of Racism**, an article by Cornel West.

**University of Maryland Diversity Database**, focuses on age, class, disability, ethnicity, gender, national origin, race religion and sexual orientation.

**University of Minnesota Human Rights Library** has many of the most important human rights documents on-line.

**Urban Alliance on Race Relations**, formed in 1975 by a group of concerned Toronto citizens. Its primary goal is to "promote a stable and healthy multiracial/multicultural environment in the community."

**Virtual Library of Migration and Ethnic Relations** is a collection of links to major Internet resources in the field of migration and ethnic relations.

**Women teachers’ conference on anti-racism**, a news release from Canada News Wire.

**Yahoo’s Minority Listing**, links to sites from the Yahoo server.
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